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Examples

• Simple examples
• Linear search
• Array sorting
• Naive Pattern Matching

• Algorithm taxonomies and taxonomy-based toolkits
• Advanced example: Three Banner Flag (Dutch National 

Flag)
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Linear search
Linear Search: Problem Specification

Determine which index i in array A contains x.

Assumptions:

I At least one i such that Ai = x

I No preferred i if x occurs multiply in A.

Formally:
I Pre-condition: app(A, x, k, `) , 9i 2 [k, `) : (Ai = x)

I Post-condition: Ai = x

I Problem: {app(A, x, 0, A.len)} i : S {(Ai = x)}

Kourie, Watson, Schaefer, Cleophas Correctness-by-Construction
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Linear search – more formally

Linear Search: Problem Specification

Determine which index i in array A contains x.

Assumptions:

I At least one i such that Ai = x

I No preferred i if x occurs multiply in A.

Formally:
I Pre-condition: app(A, x, k, `) , 9i 2 [k, `) : (Ai = x)

I Post-condition: Ai = x

I Problem: {app(A, x, 0, A.len)} i : S {(Ai = x)}

Kourie, Watson, Schaefer, Cleophas Correctness-by-Construction
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Linear search – choosing (in)variant
Linear Search: Choosing Invariant & Variant

A

0

x must be here

Variant: i

i+ 1 A.len

inv: = ¬app(A, x, i+ 1, A.len)

x not here

I Strategic choice: sweep from right to left

I Suggests invariant and variant indicated above

Kourie, Watson, Schaefer, Cleophas Correctness-by-Construction
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Linear search – initialization
Linear Search: Refine to initialisation

{app(A, x, 0, A.len)} i : S {(Ai = x)}
v {Strengthen postcon: inv ^ (Ai = x) V (Ai = x)}
app(A, x, 0, A.len)} i : S {inv ^ (Ai = x)}
v {Composition: Mid predicate is inv}
app(A, x, 0, A.len)} i : init; {inv}S2 {inv ^ (Ai = x)}
v {Assignment: app(A, x, 0, A.len) V ¬app(A, x, i+ 1, A.len)[i\A.len� 1]}

app(A, x, 0, A.len)} i : i := A.len� 1; {inv} S2 {inv ^ (Ai = x)}

Kourie, Watson, Schaefer, Cleophas Correctness-by-Construction
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Linear search – loop structure

Linear Search: Develop loop structure

{inv} S2 {inv ^ (Ai = x)}
v {Repetition: ¬G is (Ai = x) }
{inv} do (Ai 6= x) ! B od {inv ^ (Ai = x)}
v {Insert implicit pre- and post con for B }
{inv}
do (Ai 6= x) !

{(Ai 6= x) ^ inv} B {inv}
od

{inv ^ (Ai = x)}

Kourie, Watson, Schaefer, Cleophas Correctness-by-Construction
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Linear search – loop bodyLinear Search: Develop body

{(Ai 6= x) ^ inv} B {inv}
v {Variant bounds strengthen postcon: inv ^ (0  i < i0)}
{(Ai 6= x) ^ inv} B {inv ^ (0  i < i0)}
v {Assignment: inv ^ (Ai 6= x) V (inv ^ (0  i < i0)[i\i� 1] }
{inv ^ (Ai 6= x))} i := i� 1 {inv ^ (0  i < i0)}

Kourie, Watson, Schaefer, Cleophas Correctness-by-Construction
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Linear search – final version

Linear Search: Putting it all together

{ app(A, x, 0, A.len)} }
i := A.len� 1;
{ inv , ¬app(A, x, i+ 1, A.len) }
do (Ai 6= x) !

i := i� 1
od
{ {inv ^ (Ai = x)} }

Kourie, Watson, Schaefer, Cleophas Correctness-by-Construction
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A simple sorting algorithm

spirit of lightweightness (seen in more places below), we also do not formalise
that A contains the same elements before and after the algorithm executes—
though now sorted.

Abstractly, the notation we use for pre-post specification (known as Hoare
triples) looks like

{P} S {Q}
which specifies that ‘assuming precondition P holds (is true), program statement
(command) S will terminate and Q will then hold’. Refinement rules based on
weakest precondition semantics allow for stepwise refinement of this pre-post
specification. By convention, Dijkstra’s Guarded Command Language (GCL)
[11,12] is used to specify the programming commands that are embedded in the
algorithmic specification. The refinement steps yield algorithmic specifications
that embed increasingly detailed programming commands until we arrive at a
specification that is su�ciently detailed to be translated into a programming
language for compilation. Since GCL is an imperative pseudo-code, it can be
translated to the method bodies of most object-oriented languages.

Returning to our need for a sorting algorithm, we initially appeal to some
intuition and diagrams while designing a simple algorithm2. Since we do not
know the length of array A a priori, we require at least one loop (a.k.a. a repe-
tition command). This loop might move left-to-right through A using an index
variable i, ensuring that everything strictly to the left of i is sorted, while the
elements from i to the right may be unsorted. This ‘ensurance’ is encapsulated
in a predicate called a loop invariant, and is graphically presented in Figure 1.
From the figure, we also note that when i goes o↵ the right end of A (that

A Sorted(A[0,i)) Unsorted(A[i,A.len))

0 i A.lenvariant: (A.len � i)

Fig. 1. Diagram of an invariant: that part of A strictly to the left of index i is sorted;
subscript [0, i) indicates that subrange from A strictly to the left of i. The variant is
depicted as the ‘distance for i to go’ in A.

is, i = A.len), we should stop, and since our invariant holds, A is sorted—our
postcondition is established. Of course, we also require a plausible termination
argument. Intuitively, we can see that, as long as our loop increments i in steps of
1 in each iteration (and no absurdities occur such as A spontaneously growing),
we will go o↵ the end of A and terminate. This is formalised with an integer-
valued expression known as a variant, which is initially finite, can never be less
than 0 and declines in each iteration, hence, it is bounded by 0. In our case, the

2 We could, of course, apply ever deeper levels of intuition and arrive at the best
known algorithms, but we limit our example here to the simplest sorting algorithms.

4

cient from a productivity perspective. To mitigate this problem, we argue for the
lightweight application of CbC, followed by the application of PhV that can now
direcly use the CbC-derived annotations that come along ‘for free’. Thus CbC
should not be viewed as being in opposition to traditional PhV. Rather, CbC
and PhV are complementary strategies for enhancing functional correctness.

To argue this position, we outline the CbC approach in the next section,
emphasizing the development of loops. Section 3 then reflects on the relation-
ship between CbC and PhV, indicating their relative strengths and weaknesses
and emphasising, inter alia, loop termination. Section 4 briefly outlines our ex-
periences on a case study in which PhV was applied to a CbC solution to an
algorithmic problem and then attempted on a publicly available solution. The
final section recommends combining CbC and PhV for the endeavour towards
correct software and finishes with an outlook to future work.

2 Correctness-by-Construction

This section provides a short and necessarily superficial introduction to CbC.
Here, we focus on CbC for loops, including invariants, variants and termination.
We assume the reader has read [20, Section 2] for a brief introduction to the
Dijkstra/Hoare style of CbC, and that the reader has a basic understanding of
first order predicate logic (FOPL) formulae. A thorough introduction to CbC
and related topics can be found in the ‘original’ books [8,9,10] (some of which
are out of print or di�cult to find) as well as [11] (available as a PDF from
the author) and most recently [12]. We begin with a simple sorting algorithm
before moving to a simplified graph closure algorithm, both of which are chosen
to illustrate aspects of loop-design and termination.

2.1 A simple sorting algorithm

CbC involves constructing a program (a.k.a. algorithm) from a specification
using refinement steps. Given an algorithmic problem, CbC, thus, requires an
articulation of the problem’s pre- and postcondition. For our purposes, such an
articulation may be a pragmatic blend of natural language, FOPL, and diagrams.
For example, if the problem is that of sorting a non-empty array A, it could be
stated in a so-called pre-post formula:

{A.len > 0} S {Sorted(A)} (1)

The foregoing is an assertion that states that if the length of array A is greater
than 0 and some abstract command1 S executes, then the command will termi-
nate and the array will be sorted.

In this particular context, there is no compelling reason to provide a formal
FOPL definition of what it means for an array to be sorted. Instead, we simply
assert the sortedness of array A by an undefined predicate Sorted(A). In a similar

1 Dijkstra-speak for ‘program statement’.

3
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Sorting – introducing a loop

spirit of lightweightness (seen in more places below), we also do not formalise
that A contains the same elements before and after the algorithm executes—
though now sorted.

Abstractly, the notation we use for pre-post specification (known as Hoare
triples) looks like

{P} S {Q}

which specifies that ‘assuming precondition P holds (is true), program statement
(command) S will terminate and Q will then hold’. Refinement rules based on
weakest precondition semantics allow for stepwise refinement of this pre-post
specification. By convention, Dijkstra’s Guarded Command Language (GCL)
[11,12] is used to specify the programming commands that are embedded in the
algorithmic specification. The refinement steps yield algorithmic specifications
that embed increasingly detailed programming commands until we arrive at a
specification that is su�ciently detailed to be translated into a programming
language for compilation. Since GCL is an imperative pseudo-code, it can be
translated to the method bodies of most object-oriented languages.

Returning to our need for a sorting algorithm, we initially appeal to some
intuition and diagrams while designing a simple algorithm2. Since we do not
know the length of array A a priori, we require at least one loop (a.k.a. a repe-
tition command). This loop might move left-to-right through A using an index
variable i, ensuring that everything strictly to the left of i is sorted, while the
elements from i to the right may be unsorted. This ‘ensurance’ is encapsulated
in a predicate called a loop invariant, and is graphically presented in Figure 1.
From the figure, we also note that when i goes o↵ the right end of A (that

A Sorted(A[0,i)) Unsorted(A[i,A.len))

0 i A.len

A Sorted(A[0,i)) Unsorted(A[i,A.len))

0 i A.lenvariant: (A.len � i)

Fig. 1. Diagram of an invariant: that part of A strictly to the left of index i is sorted;
subscript [0, i) indicates that subrange from A strictly to the left of i. The variant is
depicted as the ‘distance for i to go’ in A.

is, i = A.len), we should stop, and since our invariant holds, A is sorted—our
postcondition is established. Of course, we also require a plausible termination

2 We could, of course, apply ever deeper levels of intuition and arrive at the best
known algorithms, but we limit our example here to the simplest sorting algorithms.

4
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Sorting – introducing a loop
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is, i = A.len), we should stop, and since our invariant holds, A is sorted—our
postcondition is established. Of course, we also require a plausible termination

2 We could, of course, apply ever deeper levels of intuition and arrive at the best
known algorithms, but we limit our example here to the simplest sorting algorithms.
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Sorting – invariant in FOPL

spirit of lightweightness (seen in more places below), we also do not formalise
that A contains the same elements before and after the algorithm executes—
though now sorted.

Abstractly, the notation we use for pre-post specification (known as Hoare
triples) looks like

{P} S {Q}
which specifies that ‘assuming precondition P holds (is true), program statement
(command) S will terminate and Q will then hold’. Refinement rules based on
weakest precondition semantics allow for stepwise refinement of this pre-post
specification. By convention, Dijkstra’s Guarded Command Language (GCL)
[11,12] is used to specify the programming commands that are embedded in the
algorithmic specification. The refinement steps yield algorithmic specifications
that embed increasingly detailed programming commands until we arrive at a
specification that is su�ciently detailed to be translated into a programming
language for compilation. Since GCL is an imperative pseudo-code, it can be
translated to the method bodies of most object-oriented languages.

Returning to our need for a sorting algorithm, we initially appeal to some
intuition and diagrams while designing a simple algorithm2. Since we do not
know the length of array A a priori, we require at least one loop (a.k.a. a repe-
tition command). This loop might move left-to-right through A using an index
variable i, ensuring that everything strictly to the left of i is sorted, while the
elements from i to the right may be unsorted. This ‘ensurance’ is encapsulated
in a predicate called a loop invariant, and is graphically presented in Figure 1.
From the figure, we also note that when i goes o↵ the right end of A (that

A Sorted(A[0,i)) Unsorted(A[i,A.len))

0 i A.lenvariant: (A.len � i)

Fig. 1. Diagram of an invariant: that part of A strictly to the left of index i is sorted;
subscript [0, i) indicates that subrange from A strictly to the left of i. The variant is
depicted as the ‘distance for i to go’ in A.

is, i = A.len), we should stop, and since our invariant holds, A is sorted—our
postcondition is established. Of course, we also require a plausible termination
argument. Intuitively, we can see that, as long as our loop increments i in steps of
1 in each iteration (and no absurdities occur such as A spontaneously growing),
we will go o↵ the end of A and terminate. This is formalised with an integer-
valued expression known as a variant, which is initially finite, can never be less
than 0 and declines in each iteration, hence, it is bounded by 0. In our case, the

2 We could, of course, apply ever deeper levels of intuition and arrive at the best
known algorithms, but we limit our example here to the simplest sorting algorithms.

4

argument. Intuitively, we can see that, as long as our loop increments i in steps of
1 in each iteration (and no absurdities occur such as A spontaneously growing),
we will go o↵ the end of A and terminate. This is formalised with an integer-
valued expression known as a variant, which is initially finite, can never be less
than 0 and declines in each iteration, hence, it is bounded by 0. In our case, the
distance from i to A.len fits the bill, and this is shown in the figure. In FOPL,
the invariant I can be written as:

I : Sorted(A[0,i)) ^ (i  A.len)

Since it is relatively obvious, we do not bother to explicitly mention in I that
A[i,A.len) is as yet unsorted. As mentioned before, when i goes o↵ the right side
(i = A.len), our invariant I implies Sorted(A[0,A.len)), which is equivalent to our
postcondition Sorted(A).

We are now equipped to make two refinement steps rapidly. The first step
takes us from (1) above and uses the ‘sequence’ (of commands) rule to give

{A.len > 0} S1 {I}; S2 {Sorted(A)}

where we choose S1 to do a minimal amount of work—simply set i = 0, which
establishes I, since substituting I[i := 0] gives

Sorted(A[0,0)) ^ (0  A.len)

and the empty array segment A[0,0) is trivially sorted. We can now put the pieces
together in the refinement step to introduce the loop3, where the increment of i
is already provided:

{ A.len > 0 }
i : = 0;
{ invariant I and variant A.len � i }
do i 6= A.len !

{ I ^ i 6= A.len| {z }
loop guard

}

S3;
i : = i+ 1
{ I ^ variant A.len � i has decreased and is non-negative }

od
{ I ^ ¬(i 6= A.len)| {z }

i=A.len| {z }
Sorted(A)

}

3 Here, we have written the I in many places to emphasise where it must hold. In most
algorithm presentations, it is only mentioned in the line preceding the loop, but the
other proof obligations remain (in this case for S3 to re-establish the invariant).
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Sorting – first refinements
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{ A.len > 0 }
i : = 0;
{ invariant I and variant A.len � i }
do ¬(i = A.len)| {z }

i 6=A.len

!

{ I ^ i 6= A.len| {z }
loop guard

}

S3;
i : = i+ 1
{ I ^ variant A.len � i has decreased and is non-negative }

od
{ I ^ ¬¬(i = A.len)| {z }

i=A.len| {z }
Sorted(A)

}

Interestingly, at no point have we relied (in our correctness arguments) on the
precondition A.len > 0. In fact, we could have omitted this restriction and
accommodated empty arrays—the remainder of the algorithm would have been
entirely correct. The precondition would then have been {A is an array} or even
more simply {true}. The first option makes explicit the type of A, and highlights
that it may not be ‘null’, must provide A.len and be homogeneous; we have left
out any formal discussion of types in this paper, though GCL contains types,
declarations and scoping [11,12]. Correct algorithm behaviour in corner cases
such as empty arrays are often overlooked by coders, or are so ‘intimidating’
that the precondition is then needlessly strengthened.

Clearly, at each loop iteration (increment of i), we will need to do some work
to ensure our invariant still holds. Command S3 must do something to integrate
element Ai into the sorted portion A[0,i), and for this we have some algorithmic
choices:

1. We can pairwise switch Ai with its left neighbour until it is in the correct
sorted position—this bubbling action leading to bubble sort.

2. We can search A[0,i) to find the appropriate place j for Ai, then bump A[j,i)

to the right by one position so Ai can fit at position j, in this case leading
to insertion sort. To find the value of j
(a) we can use linear search;
(b) or, thanks to Sorted(A[0,i)), we can use binary search

With all three of these possibilities, we would then refine S3 into another loop—a
step that is omitted here as it does not yield deeper insights into CbC. Lastly, as
is shown in the algorithm, we note the variant decreases by 1 with every iteration
and so the algorithm’s termination is assured4.

4 Again, this is barring absurdities such as the length of A changing dynamically, which
is precisely the di�culty in parallel programs, in which this may indeed happen.
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Pattern Matching – overview

Indicate in array M where pattern p matches in A
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Pattern Matching – problem specification
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Pattern Matching – choosing the invariant
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Pattern Matching – composition and establishing the invariant
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Pattern Matching – developing the loop
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Pattern Matching – developing the loop (cont)
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Pattern Matching – final version
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Pattern Matching – alternatives
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Pattern Matching – prefix-based, read each character once
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Pattern Matching – suffix-based, skip some
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Taxonomies – in biology

• Classify organisms
• From abstract, general

to concrete, specific
• Properties (details) explicit
• Allow comparison
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Algorithm Taxonomies

• Classify algorithms
based on essential details

• Depicted as tree/DAG
nodes <-> algorithms,
branches <-> refinements

• Algorithms solving one
algorithmic problem

• From abstract, general
to concrete, specific

• Root: high-level algorithm +pre/post
• Branch: correctness-preserving

refinement
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Taxonomies – advantages and disadvantages

+ Improve understanding of algorithms + relations

• Comparison

• Correctness

• Teaching aid

+ Exploratory algorithmics

- Takes much time and effort (but: tooling..)

+ Aids in construction of toolkit

• Guides design choices

• Comparable performance

• Formal specification helps: correctness, choosing
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Three Banner Flag a.k.a. Dutch National Flag

Coined as Dutch Flag problem by Dijkstra in 1976

Based on arrays of red, white, blue values to be sorted into 
DNF order

More generally any 3-valued array
or e.g. any 3-bannered flag, e.g.
Sierra National Flag

Irish Flag

German National Flag

…
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TBF/DNF – overview
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TBF/DNF – some definitions
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TBF/DNF – a possible route
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TBF/DNF – a better route:
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TBF/DNF – problem specification and invariant
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TBF/DNF – composition and establishing the invariant
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TBF/DNF – developing the loop
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TBF/DNF – developing the loop (2)
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TBF/DNF – developing the loop (3)
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TBF/DNF – final algorithm
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Examples

• Simple examples
• Linear search
• Array sorting
• Naive Pattern Matching

• Algorithm taxonomies and taxonomy-based toolkits
• Advanced example: Three Banner Flag (Dutch National 

Flag)


